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Editor’s Page 

 
Hello again to all. 
  
Well we begin a New Year and to paraphrase the song “lets 
hope it’s a good one, for old and for young.” I would like to wish 
everyone a very happy and healthy 2017. 
  
What a strange beginning to our year weatherwise.  Here in 
Perth it is usually our very hot time of the year and apart from a 
couple of blistering days, it has been quite temperate.  We have 
even had good rain, (floods in places) very unusual here in 
summer.  It’s strange we have had temperatures of 16 degrees 
and I am watching your side of the country experiencing dreadful 
bushfires? 
  
Lloyd and I became great grandparents again this year, 2 
beautiful little girls.  How privileged do we feel! 
  
We have not done anything exciting or very interesting apart 
from a few trips in our caravan, exploring this vast state, which 
we enjoyed immensely.  We also joined a Caravan Club and go 
away with them.  We have really enjoyed meeting new people 
and sharing different experiences with others.  Pretty much like 
our time in Nanango, visiting the Buddhist Centre there, meeting 
new people, sharing ideas and thoughts and of course Celine’s 
delicious food.  Wonderful memories! 
  
I was talking to Celine the other day and we were discussing 
how we are remembered after our death.  I was reminded of a 
poem from years ago.  I shared this with Celine and she 
suggested including it in my piece in this Newsletter, so here 
goes. 
  

“How will I be remembered? 

What will they say about me, those whom I hold so dear? 

What will they best remember when I’m no longer here? 

Will they recall mistakes I’ve made, battles I never won? 

Moments of pain I’ve caused them, things I have left undone? 

Will they censor my human failings, and wish I’d been noble and 
strong? 

Will they scoff at the hopes I nurtured, the dreams that somehow 
went wrong. 

Or will they be moved by compassion, directed from Heaven 
above, 

To temper their judgment with kindness, 

And soften their memories with love.” 

 
Published in the YORK News-Times 
 
http://www.yorknewstimes.com/family/obituaries/death-william-
bill-strong-giltner-resident/article_3d371a44-c22a-11e4-8781-
973b8c66f9db.html 

 

Amituofo 
 Lyn Davies 

        

http://www.yorknewstimes.com/family/obituaries/death-william-bill-strong-giltner-resident/article_3d371a44-c22a-11e4-8781-973b8c66f9db.html
http://www.yorknewstimes.com/family/obituaries/death-william-bill-strong-giltner-resident/article_3d371a44-c22a-11e4-8781-973b8c66f9db.html
http://www.yorknewstimes.com/family/obituaries/death-william-bill-strong-giltner-resident/article_3d371a44-c22a-11e4-8781-973b8c66f9db.html
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Dharma Talk: Everything We Do Matters.  

EVERYTHING WE DO MATTERS (Part 10) 

“Lives of Happiness and Freedom” 

Buddhist teachings can be subsumed into three phrases: Avoid 
all that is bad, Embrace all that is good, Purify the mind. To live 
lives of happiness and freedom, we need to “eradicate all that is 
bad.” We need to curtail— and eventually eliminate—our 
craving, desires, and attachments because they lead the way to 
so many of our negative emotions and bad habits. We will 
experience lifetimes upon lifetimes of unhappiness if we allow 
them to make us cling to possessions, people, etc.  

As we work to “embrace all that is good,” a good place to start is 
the eradication of our greed through giving and generosity. We 
will feel the happiness from giving something to another. 
Gradually, we will find ourselves thinking less of the elation we 
feel after having done something for another. Eventually, we will 
just find ourselves offering spontaneously and no longer even 
thinking about what we have done. We will find, instead, that we 
naturally maintain a quiet and serene state of happiness.  

As we let go of attachments, at some point we will no longer 
become upset but will remain calm and content when we 
encounter things not working out as we hope. This ideal 
response will happen infrequently at first, but gradually we will 
react this way more often. Conversely when things do go the 
way we want, we will again remain calm and content instead of 
proud or desirous in wanting the pleasantness to continue. The 
more we let go of selfishness and attachments, the more we will 
remain calm and content regardless of the circumstance.  

In this way, we will be learning how to “purify the mind.” Many of 
us will find that we can gradually manage not becoming upset at 
bad occurrences. But not wanting the good times to continue 
can be more difficult because it seems harmless. What is wrong 
with wanting tomorrow to be as good as today? While this 
thinking does not harm others, it can inadvertently harm us for 
we are attaching or clinging to good times. This is still a form of 
greed. What we are aiming at is to remain calm and content—to 
be unattached—at all times. Yes, this is extremely difficult at first 
and may well seem impossible. But with enthusiasm and effort, 
very gradually, we will find that whether things do not go our way 
or on those unusual times when they do, we will remain calm 
and content either way.  

So often it seems that other people want to do something 
differently from the way we want to do it. When others want to 
go one way and we want to go another, this is the very time that 
we need to be not attached to our way of doing things. If their 
preference is not morally wrong but just another way of doing 
something, try to go along with it. Becoming upset and making 
everyone uncomfortable will not help anyone. Try and remember 
two contrasting occasions, one that had you fuming and another 
in which you were extremely happy. Which feels better?  

Do not give in to the old negative habits: Find a more reasonable 
way of reacting. A cost-free, painless, and instantaneous way of 
reacting is to smile. Even if there is no one around, we can 
smile. Initially when we try to do this, we will feel somewhat 
embarrassed should somebody walk into the room and find us 
sitting there just smiling to ourselves. They may look somewhat 
concerned at first, but as we sit there, smiling, they will very 
quickly feel like smiling too. So smile and be happy; others will 
feel it. Feeling the happiness of others is far superior to picking 
up on other people’s greed and selfishness.  
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We do not feel comfortable with people who seem to radiate 
such negative feelings. Alternatively, when we are with others 
who are generous and always thinking of others, we feel happy 
just being near them. As we practice generosity and start to 
eradicate our greed, others will notice. They may not say 
anything, but they will notice. And they will see that in sincere 
giving, both the one who gives and the one who receives 
benefit. This is how we can teach others without saying a word 
but by setting examples. If someone tells us to give but they 
themselves do not give, we will not value what they say. On the 
other hand, if we see somebody who seems to not have much, 
but constantly gives things away—for example, somebody who 
only has a little bit of food, but who says, “Here, have this”—this 
is the person to learn from.  

Greed is very ugly. It leads to many negative emotions. It leads 
us to endless lives of unhappiness because we try to selfishly 
protect ourselves, our possessions, our ideas, and our 
knowledge; and because we think our possessions, ideas, and 
knowledge are real and will make us happy. But our ideas, 
possessions, craving, desires, and attachments will not bring 
happiness.  

Generosity will bring happiness. More than likely, we are not yet 
able to practice the level of generosity that we wish. But we can 
still begin where we are: We can teach others. Surely, each of 
us can smile at somebody else. Many of us have things that we 
can give to others, skills that can be used to benefit others, or 
time that can be used to help others. In doing so, we will feel 
happy and we will begin to feel free. We will even begin to feel 
lighter because our attachments will start to drop away from us. 
But if we do not eliminate or at least reduce our greed, craving, 
and attachments, we will fall prey to an emotion that most of us 
have come to dread—anger. 

The Seeds of Anger  

Anger arises when greed is unrestrained; when we do not get 
what we want, because others reject our ideas or obtain what 
we had wanted for ourselves; or when what we have is taken 
from us, or those we love are lost to us. The ways that craving, 
desire, and attachments can overwhelm us and, then, lead us to 
anger are endless. The pain generated, as a consequence, is 
infinite. Anger is one of our greatest problems. It arises before 
we even realize what is happening. Somebody says something 
and, in a flash, we are angry. It is too late to try to control the 
anger: It has already ignited.  

When this happens we can try to think about why we have 
become angry, where this anger really came from. It did not start 
with this incident, nor did it start yesterday, last week, or last 
year. As Buddhists, we believe that it started many, many 
lifetimes ago. In the past, one of us said something to the other. 
We did not mean to hurt the other one’s feelings; we just did not 
pay attention to what we were about to say. So we spoke 
carelessly and did not realize that something in what we had 
said hurt the other person. But deep within the one we had 
upset, the incident was registered in that part of all of us that 
courses through each lifetime.  

When we next met, maybe in our next lifetime or maybe after a 
hundred lifetimes, that other person unconsciously remembered 
the pain of what had happened. This time, he said something to 
us and this time there was just a hint of resentment. After that, 
the incident again withdrew into both of our 
subconsciousnesses. We continue to pass the anger back and 
forth each time we encounter one another. Each time our mutual 
anger becomes stronger. Each time, as we act on that anger, 
our feelings intensified.  
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Eventually, verbally lashing out at the other will not be enough: 
One of us will strike the other. But still it does not end. Meeting 
again, we will get into a fight. Meeting yet again, fighting won’t 
be enough as our need to seek retaliation—to hurt the other—
will have intensified into an intense fury.  

Our desire for revenge will lead us to an inevitability: One of us 
will kill the other. But even this is not the end, for personal anger 
and desire for retaliation is not confined to individuals. Individual 
anger leads to territorial, ethnic, and religious conflicts. Conflicts 
lead to war, war to annihilation. All of this anger, pain, and 
suffering came about because of one unnoticed thought, one 
careless word. We did not mean to hurt the other person; we just 
were not paying attention to what we were saying—this is how 
anger and hatred begin.  

So the next time anger is being passed back and forth, as we 
become more embroiled in it, remember that we are not 
innocent victims in the latest spate of rage. We both have 
participated in this exchange, one which has gone on for longer 
than we can imagine; the other person is not the only one at 
fault. With this realization comes the thought that we can either 
continue fueling the anger or one of us can choose to stop what 
is happening by consciously letting go of the anger. When we 
become angry, nothing positive is accomplished, nothing is 
resolved, nothing at all. If we respond in anger, that anger will 
grow more tenacious, more frightening.  

But responding with logic while the other person is angry may 
not help to diffuse the anger either. Logic is, very often, the last 
thing an angry person wishes to hear. We have been there 
ourselves. Just try and remember the last time you were angry. 
How would you have reacted if the other person told you to calm 
down? It is very rare that a person can say to us “Please, do not  

be angry” with any real effect, especially when we are practically 
fuming. So where is this anger that is so difficult to restrain 
stemming from? The anger is coming from within us, not from 
the other person. We are making ourselves angry by allowing 
the other person to “push our buttons” and to infuriate us—we 
are doing it to ourselves. Being cognizant of this, we can 
choose, instead, to let go of the anger.  

Maybe we can choose not to say anything else right away. 
Maybe we can count to ten or take deep breaths. Maybe, 
instead of replying angrily to them, we can simply say 
“Amituofo.” Maybe we can say nothing, or if nothing else seems 
to work, we can quietly withdraw. Usually, in this way, the other 
person’s anger will die down more quickly because we are not 
responding to them. Later on, we can try talking to them. We 
could ask what we did to upset them and possibly apologize for 
having done so. Often, all the other person needs to hear is “I’m 
sorry”; this may be enough to control, reduce, or diffuse the 
anger on their part.  

Anger makes us miserable, guilty, and upset, as we cannot 
sleep or concentrate. More than likely, the other person feels 
equally unhappy, upset, and unsettled. Out of compassion for 
the other person, we should do what we can to try and reduce 
this anger, to try to resolve what is going on between us. If we 
cannot do so, if we cannot find a way to eradicate—to stop—
what is happening, we might try to avoid the person for a while 
or avoid the circumstance that seems to trigger the hostility. 
Also, we can think about what happened in this instance—what 
we did that contributed to the other person as well as ourselves 
becoming angry—and, then, we can resolve how to act more 
judiciously in the future. 

        “Everything We do Matters” ~ By Venerable Wuling ~ 
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Sayings of Venerable Wuling 

Benefits of Practicing the Six Paramitas: 

“With giving, we eliminate greed,  

With morality, we let go of afflictions,  

With patience, we dissolve hatred,  

With enthusiastic effort, we overcome laziness,  

With concentration, we calm pointless thoughts,  

With wisdom, we leave delusion behind.” 

 

“Do your best;  

then remember that being able to help others  

depends on their conditions.” 

 

“Do not be concerned if unpraised  

by those you respect. 

Be concerned that  

you are not acting in a praiseworthy manner.” 

 

“Patience goes beyond thinking  

“I need to be patient.”  

It is remaining undisturbed  

when things do not go as we want.” 

“Discipline gets us  

from where we are  

to where we want to be.” 

 

“What we do defines who we will be.” 

 

“Seek wisdom within, not knowledge without.”  

 

“Thinking a critical thought of another,  

I am the one who is hurt.” 

 

“Those who do not understand ask “Why?” 

Those who do, strive to make better choices.” 

 

“Good fortune is  

vowing to be reborn in the Pure Land,  

chanting Amitabha Buddha's name,  

and practicing the teachings.” 

     www.facebook.com/venerablewuling   

           

 

            

http://www.facebook.com/venerablewuling
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The Meaning of Amitabha Buddha 

 

”“Amitabha” is a Sanskrit word that means boundless light and 

infinite life. Love and Compassion and other spiritual virtues are 

also represented in this name. It may be known by other names 

in other philosophies and religions. But in Chinese Buddhism it 

is known as “Amituofo.”   

The cultivation method is that we practice mindfully to recite the 

name of Amitabha Buddha. What is the meaning of Amitabha 

Buddha?  

Amitabha means infinite, and Buddha means wisdom and 

awakening. Therefore, Amitabha Buddha means infinite wisdom 

and infinite awakening. Amitabha is a good thought as Infinite 

wisdom and awakening is our Buddha-nature. In the case of 

phenomena, it is Dharma-nature. 

When we chant Amitabha Buddha, we are chanting Dharma-

nature. Wisdom and awakening reside in everything in the 

universe. Wisdom and awakening are innate in everything in the 

universe. Wisdom and awakening pervades the whole universe. 

As we chant or affirm the name of Amitabha or Amituofo in 

Chinese, we are affirming ALL that is Perfect that is all around 

us and all that is perfect inside and within us, we will begin to 

feel the inner peace and innate calm when we reconnect and 

realign to those spiritual energies, feeling peaceful and calm, 

within and without…” 

 

 

“The 10 BENEFITS of Chanting “NAMO AMITUOFO” 

 

• "Protection by all celestial deities. 

 
• Protection by Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva and 25 other 'Great'  
  Bodhisattvas.  

 
• Protection by Amitabha Buddha and all other Buddhas. 

 
• Protection from dangers and evils. 

 
• Avoidance from disasters. 

 
• Eradication of past sins. 

 
• Reduction of nightmares. 

 
• Enjoyment of happiness and health. 

 
• Respect from others. 

 
• Peaceful passage to the Pure Land at the end of one’s life.” 

 

~ Venerable Master Chin Kung ~ 

 

    

 

  

 

http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/2009/9/21/the-meaning-of-amitabha-buddha.html
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           Winds of Change 

PURE LAND  BUDDHISM 

“An ancient master once said: ‘Only two types of people can benefit 

from the Pure Land method. 

First are those completely deluded but truthful and sincere individuals 

who, upon hearing the teaching, wholeheartedly believe, accept and 

begin to practice. Second are those persons with deep wisdom and 

good roots in the Pure Land method who clearly understand 

noumenon and phenomena and the virtues achieved through Buddha 

Recitation and who therefore resolve to believe and practice it. 

On the other hand, those with ordinary intelligence can neither 

understand profoundly, nor do they have the simple belief of the 

completely deluded. Therefore, it is difficult for them to receive 

benefits.” 

(From Buddhism of Wisdom and Faith) Master Tam: 103-104 

INTELLECT 

‘A mind of discrimination (intellect) is the ordinary mind subject to 

thoughts of right/wrong, correct/incorrect, etc. the truth being one and 

indivisible in Buddhist teaching, a “discriminating” mind can never 

grasp the whole truth. 

Thus, such an approach is bound to result in an imperfect 

understanding of the world as it really is. This is best expressed by the 

parable of several blind men trying to describe an elephant, each 

touching a different part of an animal, with no one having the total 

picture.’  

~ Seeker’s Glossary of Buddhism ~ page 338 

An Excerpt taken from the Dharma talk given by Venerable 
Master Chin Kung on "Taking Refuge in the Three Jewels." 

 

“We are here today for the Initiation Ceremony of the Three 
Jewels, which are the Buddha, the Dharma and the Sangha. I 
would like to clarify what taking refuge in the Three Jewels 
means since there have been growing misunderstandings in 
recent times. These need to be cleared up in order to receive 
the true benefits. 

 

What is Buddhism? Is it a religion? Buddhism is not a religion 
but rather the most profound and beneficial education based on 
forty-nine years of Buddha Shakyamuni’s teachings for all 
sentient-beings…..  Since Buddhism is an education, we need to 
understand exactly what its objectives, methods, and principles 
are. In the Prajna Sutra, we read that its objective is the truth of 
the Dharma (the causes that initiate all the phenomena of life 
and the universe). 

 

Life refers to us while the universe refers to our living 
environment. Therefore, the educational content of Buddhism 
guides us so that we will clearly understand our living 
environment and ourselves. Today, the formal educational 
system only partially explains the phenomena of the universe 
and much of this remains to be proven. We are still discussing 
and investigating this limited part, not yet knowing enough to 
draw the correct conclusions. Unfortunately, even religions 
cannot provide comprehensive and satisfactory explanations of 
life as a whole, and are confined to a limited area of the truth. 
Therefore, the profound and extensive educational content of 
Buddhism is essential for every sentient being. 
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The boundary of our living space is not restricted to a city, a 
region, or even just the planet earth. There are galaxies in outer 
space, comprised of innumerable planets, on which exist 
advanced life forms that are much more intelligent than human 
beings. These galaxies are also our living environments. 
Additionally, apart from the space dimension, there is also a time 
dimension, which extends from the past through the present and 
into the future. Thus, the environment in which we live consists 
of an infinite magnitude of space and time. Modern education 
does not normally include such an extensive discussion of this 
infinite living space and time…. 

 

In contrast, Buddha Shakyamuni clearly described the Four 
Sage Realms of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Pratyekabuddhas, and 
Sound-hearers and the Six Realms of Rebirth of heavenly 
beings, asuras, humans, animals, hungry ghosts, and hells. [The 
beings in these ten realms have different degrees of awakening; 
for example, Buddhas have the most awakened minds while 
beings in the hell realms have the most deluded]. We exist in 
these Ten Realms. 

 

After we understand the truth of life and the universe, our 
thoughts, speech, and behavior will naturally change. In the 
past, our lack of understanding and delusion led to erroneous 
viewpoints, words, and behavior, thereby creating negative 
karma. We learn from the law of cause and effect that 
unavoidable consequences will result from creating karma, as 
good results come from good karma and bad results come from 
bad karma. We create our own destiny; no one can step in to 
bear the consequences of our actions. As we can see, 
thoroughly understanding the truth of life and the universe will 
bring us infinite benefits.  

 

Once we understand and deeply believe in the law of cause and 
effect, we will no longer create any more negative karma and will 
not have to bear the consequences or fruits and we will have 
transcended the Ten Realms. From the aspect of causality, the 
Four Sage Realms are the rewards for diligent cultivation and 
attainment, while the Six Realms are the consequences of good 
or bad deeds. The Six Realms can be further categorized into 
the Three Good Realms of humans, asuras, and heavenly 
beings, and the Three Bad Realms of hells, hungry ghosts, and 
animals. 

 

After understanding karma and its consequences, we will refrain 
from creating any more karma or at least not that which is 
negative. By applying the above concepts to our daily lives, we 
will attain what everyone wishes for: happy lives, joyful families, 
successful careers, harmonious societies, prosperous nations, 
and a peaceful world. Can we obtain achievement? Yes. 
However, only the Buddha’s teachings completely provide the 
solution to humanity’s search for true happiness. Clearly 
understanding this, we realize that this teaching is essential for 
everyone. Since this teaching encompasses infinite space and 
time, it surpasses differences in nationality, ethnicity, political 
affiliation, and religion. It is for all sentient beings in the Nine 
Realms below that of the Buddhas. 

 

In the sutras, for example in the Avatamsaka Sutra and the 
Ksitgarbha Sutra, we read of different religious followers who 
had learned the teachings during Buddha Shakyamuni’s time. 
The Avatamsaka Sutra, the first sutra given by him in the state 
of samadhi, tells of many religious followers who came to learn 
from him. These two sutras tell respectively of a Hindu priest 
and a daughter of a Hindu priest who, by adhering to the 
Buddha’s teachings attained the levels of Arhat and Bodhisattva.  
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From these examples, we understand that Buddhism transcends 
religious beliefs and that any religious follower can learn and 
benefit from it. Buddhism and our modern educational systems 
are in some ways similar. For example, becoming an Arhat is 
equivalent to earning a university bachelor’s degree and 
becoming a Bodhisattva is equivalent to earning a master’s 
degree. Buddhahood, the highest degree, is equivalent to a 
doctoral degree. Followers of any religion can attain these 
stages of enlightenment. 

 

Is it necessary to abandon one’s religion and learn the Buddha’s 
teaching to attain enlightenment? Definitely not. If we were to go 
to school or study abroad, we would not need to change 
nationality or religion because the purpose of studying does not 
conflict with nationality, religion, and so on. Therefore, Buddhism 
is an education. Titles such as Arhat, Bodhisattva, and Buddha 
are simply degree names. Regardless of our differences, we will 
all achieve these degrees as long as we diligently follow the 
teachings. Thus, the Initiation Ceremony of the Three Jewels is 
the formal enrollment into a school where Buddha Shakyamuni, 
our original teacher, guides us in the objectives, methods, and 
principles of attaining enlightenment. 

 

Actually, there is only one teacher, Buddha Shakyamuni, for all 
Buddhists. Great awakened beings such as Manjusri 
Bodhisattva (symbolizing great wisdom), Samantabhadra 
Bodhisattva (symbolizing great vows) and Avalokiteshvara 
Bodhisattva (symbolizing great compassion) were all his earlier 
students. Today, we too are his students. Bodhisattvas are our 
schoolmates, seniors who studied before us while we are 
freshmen. As they can serve as teachers, Buddhas, 
Bodhisattvas, and Arhats are not to be worshipped but 
respected. 

What is the ultimate goal of this education? The sutras teach us 
that it is Anuttara-Samyak-Sambodhi. This very important and 
well-respected phrase that is transliterated from Sanskrit, means 
the highest, proper, and complete enlightenment and wisdom. 
Whoever attains it will intuitively know and sense every aspect of 
the true reality of life and the universe. This attainment is the 
ultimate goal of all the Buddha’s students. 

 

This ultimate perfect wisdom is innate. We read in the 
Avatamsaka Sutra: “Every being possesses the same wisdom 
and virtuous abilities as Buddhas.” This is true equality. “Every 
being” refers to not only human beings and heavenly beings but 
also all animals, including insects, as well as hungry ghosts, and 
those beings in the hell realms. 

 

Why do we not have this wisdom? Due to our wandering 
thoughts and attachments, we have temporarily—but not 
permanently—lost our original abilities. The true nature exists; 
we just cannot recognize it. It is explained in the Awakening of 
the Faith Treatise that: “Enlightenment is innate, delusion is not.” 
Innate enlightenment is the wisdom, virtue, and abilities of the 
Buddhas within our true nature. 

 

Wandering thoughts and attachments are not within our basic 
nature; therefore, they can be discarded. This is how we sever 
our wandering thoughts and attachments to nurture our 
unwavering belief and confidence in attaining Buddhahood. If we 
do not understand the true reality, we will always doubt how 
ordinary people with such heavy karmic obstacles can become 
Buddhas. Our afflictions, bad habits, and ignorance are so 
severe. How could we sever them all? 
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Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, who are enlightened beings, 
sincerely and compassionately assure us that the principle is 
reasonable. Principle means the virtue of our Buddha-nature. 
We have the innate virtues and abilities of the Buddhas, but 
cannot see them. It is similar to clouds covering the sun. 
Although we cannot see it, it is still there. Uncovering our 
Buddha-nature is like dispersing the clouds to let the sun shine 
through. When we remove wandering thoughts and attachments 
from our minds and cultivate virtue, we will be able to restore our 
Buddha-nature. This achievement is attained by the cultivation 
of virtue. Only through cultivation can we uncover our innate 
abilities. Although we possess the Buddha-nature, without 
cultivation, we are still ordinary beings of the Six Realms. Thus, 
practice is very important. In practice, how do we cultivate? 

 

Formally taking refuge in the Three Jewels is the initial step as it 
symbolizes asking monks or nuns, to pass on ways of Buddhist 
cultivation. Taking Refuge means to find a shelter that we can 
return to and rely upon and is often spoken of as “to return to the 
other shore.” In practice, from where do we return and upon 
what do we rely? The Three Jewels of the Buddha, the Dharma, 
and the Sangha. 

 

In the first step, we return to and rely on the Buddha. “Buddha” 
is a Sanskrit word meaning awareness and understanding. 
When we take refuge in the Buddha, we are returning from our 
deluded state of mind and relying upon an awakened, 
understanding mind. Today we are unwavering in our 
determination to understand the teachings and to undertake the 
Initiation Ceremony of the Three Refuges. Have we awakened? 
If not, then we will not be able to turn back or to learn Buddhism.  

 

Outside this building, there are many people out walking in the 
street. Why can they not accept Buddhism and take the Three 
Refuges? They are not awakened. Participating in the Initiation 
Ceremony and accepting the teachings are the first steps of 
awakening to the importance of learning this teaching. In the 
Platform Sutra, the Sixth Patriarch of Zen, Master Huineng, used 
a different approach in explaining the Three Jewels. He used the 
words awakening, proper understanding, and purity instead of 
the words Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. Because he was afraid 
that as Buddhism was passed from generation to generation, if 
he used these words, people would misunderstand and think of 
a Buddha statue for the Buddha Jewel, a sutra for the Dharma 
Jewel, and a Buddhist monk or nun for the Sangha Jewel. These 
are not what we should return to. We need to take refuge in our 
true nature Buddha. We read in the Awakening of the Faith 
Treatise: “The true nature awareness is innate.” We need to 
return to and rely upon our innate awakening. 

 

To return from our illusions and unawareness and to rely on our 
innate enlightenment is to take refuge in the Buddha. We are not 
to take refuge in the Buddha by relying upon him, but that we 
were to return from our delusion and rely upon our innate true 
nature, our Buddha-nature. It is essential to understand the 
importance of returning to our true nature enlightenment. But, 
we must remember not to depend on images of the Buddha for 
as is said: “A clay idol crossing a river cannot even protect 
itself.” 

 

In the second step, we take refuge in the Dharma, returning from 
incorrect views by relying upon proper views and understanding. 
Dharma is the proper comprehension and viewpoint of life and 
the universe. The Dharma Jewel is the infinite, innate wisdom of 
true nature that is also called Prajna wisdom.  
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Relying upon this wisdom to correct our erroneous thoughts, 
speech, and behavior is the meaning of taking refuge in the 
Dharma Jewel. Among the Three Jewels, the Dharma is the 
primary one we should rely on. In this day and age, Prajna 
wisdom will be our primary concern. However, our innate 
wisdom cannot be quickly restored. Then what should we 
follow? 

 

Sutras are records of the Buddha’s teachings that describe the 
truth of the universe and life. Before our Prajna wisdom has 
been fully recovered, we follow these teachings and use them as 
a guideline. If our thinking coincides with the sutras, then our 
comprehension is correct, in accordance with that of the 
enlightened beings. For example, the Buddha teaches us to 
respect and take care of our parents and teachers, to be 
compassionate and not kill any living being and to practice the 
Ten Good Conducts. If our perception is different from that of the 
Buddhas, then we must have gone off track, because everything 
in the sutras is true. 

 

People may wonder in this modern age why we should be 
following what the Buddha taught three thousand years ago. We 
may boast of our technological achievements, but we still need 
to use mechanical instruments to record sound and images. 
Enlightened beings do not need to use such instruments. They 
know everything in the past, present, and future throughout the 
universe. Without a video camera, they can manifest all of the 
Buddha-lands for us. What ability enables them to do so without 
the aid of machines? It is the ultimate perfect understanding, the 
virtue of our true nature. Able to generate everything, it can 
make everything possible. All of our machines come from our 
wandering thoughts.  

 

When we compare our abilities to those of the enlightened 
beings, ours are far behind. Thus, we need to affirm and accept 
that the Buddha’s teachings are true and correct. We would do 
well to sever our discriminatory thoughts and cultivate by 
following the Buddha’s teachings. However, we must beware of 
fraudulent sutras. It is easy for us to encounter books that are 
reputed to be sutras, especially in a modern world that promotes 
freedom of speech and publication where essentially anyone 
can publish books..... 

 

Even the sutra commentaries of ancient patriarchs underwent 
the scrutiny of highly accomplished monks and scholars of the 
time, before receiving the emperor’s approval for distribution. 
Today, no one regulates or enforces this process. So, if we want 
to read or consult the sutra, we should read authentic ones…. 

In the third step, we take refuge in the Sangha Jewel. Used 
here, Sangha does not mean a group of monks or nuns. There 
are two representations, purity of mind and harmony in life. First, 
Sangha refers to living in a way that safeguards our minds from 
temptations while maintaining the purity of our six senses of 
sight, sound, smell, taste, touch, and thought. 

 

Today, people suffer much more from pollution of the mind, 
spirit, and body than people used to. Even the earth’s ecological 
system is off-balance. There are holes in the ozone layer that 
are pollution of the sky. Almost everything from the sky and the 
earth to their inhabitants are contaminated. Most people are 
aware of environmental pollution. Many governments are also 
promoting environmental protection to ensure better living 
conditions. However, the effectiveness of these protection 
programs is questionable. The problem comes back to what the 
Buddha revealed, that the environment that is the dependent  
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variable, changes with our minds that are the independent 
variable. If the impurities in our mind cannot be eradicated, our 
environment will never reach a state of purity. Therefore, if we 
want to improve the external environment, we first start internally 
by purifying our minds. Taking refuge in the Sangha means 
returning from pollution and relying upon purity of mind. 

 

Second, the Sangha represents harmony in living. Having 
observed the sufferings resulting from the disharmony between 
peoples, countries, and even religions, the Buddha taught us the 
Six Harmonies. All Buddhists need to observe these six 
essential guidelines. Sangha means purity, harmony, and 
respect. When we take refuge in the Sangha, we are returning 
from pollution and disharmony and relying upon Purity of Mind 
and the Six Principles of Harmony. 

Thus, the guidelines for cultivation are: 

Taking refuge in the Buddha—  
awakening without delusion; 

Taking refuge in the Dharma—  
proper understanding without deviation; 

Taking refuge in the Sangha—  
purity without pollution. 

 

These are the primary disciplines and unchangeable guidelines 
in our practice from the beginning of cultivation to the attainment 
of Buddhahood. From now on, if people ask us what we are 
cultivating, we can explain that we are cultivating the Three 
Refuges of awakening, proper understanding, and purity. What 
are we learning? We are learning to achieve the ultimate, perfect 
wisdom. When we have perfected our cultivation of these Three 
Refuges, we will attain perfect complete enlightenment and 
become Buddhas. 

 

How do we attain this ultimate, perfect wisdom? By practicing 
awakening, proper understanding, and purity. What are the 
methods we use for cultivation? There are infinite methods 
available depending on the ability and condition of each 
individual practitioner. Methods are not fixed, but flexible. 
However, we must remember that our learning objective always 
remains the same: awakening, proper understanding, and purity. 

 

As Pure Land practitioners, our main cultivation method is to 
chant “Amituofo” as was advocated by Mahasthamaprapta 
Bodhisattva in the Surangama Sutra and Samantabhadra 
Bodhisattva in the Avatamsaka Sutra. In addition, we can use 
many supporting methods. As Pure Land practitioners, we follow 
the Five Guidelines to help us in our daily cultivation. 

 

First, we advocate Confucius’ Five Virtues of gentility, kindness, 
respectfulness, thriftiness, and humility. Since he was a person 
of great virtue, we can use Confucius as a role model and use 
his Five Virtues to cultivate our bodies and minds. We use the 
virtues as the foundation for our cultivation and continue to build 
our cultivation with the Three Conditions. 

 

We read of the Three Conditions in the Visualization Sutra. 

The First Condition is to be filial to parents, be respectful to 
teachers and elders, be compassionate and not kill any living 
being, and cultivate the Ten Good Conducts.  

 

The Second Condition is to take the Three Refuges, abide by 
the precepts, laws and customs, and conduct oneself in a proper 
and dignified manner.  
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The Third Condition is to generate the Bodhi mind of 
compassion and understanding, deeply believe in the law of 
cause and effect, recite and uphold the Mahayana sutras, and 
encourage others to advance on the path to enlightenment.  

 

The Buddha told us that the Three Conditions are the causes 
that brought all the Buddhas of the three times of past, present 
and future and the ten directions to enlightenment. Therefore, if 
we want to become Buddhas, we cannot neglect this important 
step in our practice. Proceeding upward from the Three 
Conditions, we advance to the second level that is the Six 
Harmonies that are based on the Three Conditions. If we cannot 
achieve in the Three Conditions, then we cannot successfully 
practice the Six Harmonies. 

 

The first principle is to share the same viewpoints or goals. 
There will be no conflicts in the world and world peace can be 
attained if we all share similar thoughts. The Buddha’s teaching 
is based on this principle of creating common understanding for 
all beings. This common understanding is so remarkable 
because it is based on our true nature and not on Buddha 
Shakyamuni’s opinion. He taught us how to cultivate and explore 
our own innate wisdom, virtues, and abilities. We are not 
imitating him; rather we are rediscovering our inborn potential. 
His teaching is truly extraordinary. 

 

Second principle is to observe the same precepts. Practicing the 
precepts includes cultivating an attitude of abiding by society’s 
laws and customs. Once everyone shares similar viewpoints and 
is able to follow laws, society will be stable, nations would be 
prosperous, and world peace will naturally ensue. It is also 
important to share benefits harmoniously.  

In our society, it is beneficial not to have a big difference in 
wealth between people but to try to close the gap between the 
“have’s” and the “have-nots.” Harmoniously sharing wealth 
consequently settles the conflicts over wealth. Sharing benefits 
equally with others is an act of wisdom and a genuine cultivation 
of good fortune. The reason people do not have equal wealth 
comes from the different seeds that they have previously 
planted. If people did not plant the same seeds, how can they 
expect to harvest the same fruits? 

 

The Buddha perfectly understands the true reality and is able to 
thoroughly explain the law of cause and effect. He taught that 
those who harvest more should share with those who harvest 
less. This sharing will become the seeds that will benefit us later. 
According to the law of cause and effect, poor people need to 
cultivate more good fortune to receive better harvests in the 
future. Also, the wealthy need to share their possessions in 
order to remain wealthy in the future. Only by doing so will the 
world become peaceful. This true merit comes from learning the 
Buddha’s teachings. 

 

Pure Land practitioners, as a foundation, cultivate the Confucian 
Five Virtues that are basic for all humanity. From here, we 
advance to the Three Conditions and the Six Harmonies that are 
the important basis before practicing Buddhism. Then the 
Threefold Learning is the foundation before practicing Mahayana 
Buddhism that includes the Six Paramitas. Finally, we practice 
the Ten Great Vows of Samantabhadra Bodhisattva to attain 
Buddhahood. It is not that difficult to remember these five 
guidelines and combining them with chanting “Amituofo” will  
assure the attainment of what people have always pursued; a 
harmonious family life, a successful career, and a peaceful 
society.  
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Now that we have a clearer understanding of what we are 
learning and sincerely want to follow the teachings and study 
with a good teacher, we need to practice diligently toward 
accomplishing our ideal goal in education. 

 

Therefore, I am here to pass on the true meaning of Three 
Jewels which is to return to and rely upon our Three Jewels of 
true nature. In addition to the abstract form of the Three Jewels 
of true nature, there are the physical forms seen as Buddha’s 
images, sutras, monks and nuns. Making offerings to the 
Buddha’s image serves two purposes. First, it honors our 
original teacher, Buddha Shakyamuni. Every time we look at the 
image, we remember the great teachings that he passed on to 
us. Also, we need to remember his great kindness. For example, 
we Chinese people never forget our ancestors. Although they 
passed away a long time ago and are unknown to us, we still 
honor them in our constant remembrance of them and our 
origins. In this way, we nurture the heart of honesty and 
kindness. 

 

Second, making offerings to the Buddha’s image also reminds 
us to emulate the Buddhas. When we see their images, we 
remind ourselves to awaken and not to be deluded. Thus, we 
use a Buddha image to remind us to return and rely on 
awakening. Sutras serve the same purpose by reminding us that 
we have taken refuge in the Dharma and need to maintain 
proper viewpoints and understanding. Similarly, seeing a monk 
or nun, representing the Sangha, can remind us of the 
importance of maintaining purity of the six senses and harmony 
with others. We do not usually think about purity when we see 
ordinary people, but when we see monks or nuns in their 
traditional attire, take me for example, it will remind people of 
purity of the six sense organs.  

Therefore, attending the physical form of the Three Jewels 
greatly benefits us because they constantly remind us of the 
path to awakening. 

 

Some practitioners attend the physical forms of the Three 
Jewels at home. The Buddha’s image symbolizes the Buddha 
Jewel while the Bodhisattva’s image represents the Sangha 
Jewel. When we honor the Three Sages of the Western Pure 
Land, Buddha Amitabha symbolizes the Buddha Jewel, and 
Great Compassion Bodhisattva and Great Strength Bodhisattva 
symbolize the Sangha Jewel. The sutras symbolize the Dharma 
Jewel. These three remind us of the treasures within our true 
natures….. 

 

Of all the Buddhist sutras, the Infinite Life Sutra is what I 
recommend the most. Although not too lengthy, the text 
completely encompasses the Buddha’s teachings and is thus 
well suited to modern practitioners. The full title of this sutra ‘The 
Buddha Speaks of the Infinite Life Sutra of Adornment, Purity, 
Equality, and Enlightenment’ of the Mahayana School fully 
reveals the objectives, principles, and methods of cultivation in 
the Buddha’s teachings. 

 

“Infinite Life” in this sutra’s title embodies the most important of 
all infinities for without infinite life, we could not enjoy all the 
other infinities such as infinite wisdom, abilities, virtues, wealth, 
and so on. The infinity of our natural potential is what Pure Land 
practitioners seek and the virtues and abilities of our innate true 
nature are infinite.  
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After Master Huineng attained enlightenment, he said: “Who 
would have expected that our innate nature is originally 
complete in itself? Who would have expected that innate nature 
can produce myriad things?” Infinite Dharma originates from true 
nature; thus, the immeasurable unbounded existences of the 
Ten Realms are created by the true nature. 

 

The word “Adornment” in the sutra’s title represents truth, 
goodness, beauty, and wisdom, qualities that are not a true 
reality in this imperfect world. They exist within the true nature 
and will be found when we seek within. “Purity, Equality, and 
Enlightenment” also express the principles of cultivation. Purity 
represents the Sangha Jewel; Equality represents the Dharma 
Jewel; and Enlightenment represents the Buddha Jewel. 
Practicing according to the teachings in this sutra will perfectly 
fulfill the requirements of taking refuge in the Three Jewels! 

 

Today, I have explained the meaning of taking the Three 
Refuges. We will begin the Three Refuges Ceremony by 
sincerely and respectfully repeating the oath three times in front 
of the Buddha, vowing to be willing to become the Buddha’s 
student and to learn from him. I, Chin-Kung, will be the witness 
and initiation teacher. Please remember that the original teacher 
is Buddha Shakyamuni. Do not consider me as the original 
teacher. One does not take refuge in the monk or nun 
conducting the ceremony, but rather in the Buddha, the Dharma, 
and the Sangha, thus becoming a student of the Three Jewels. 

 

The following is a simple yet solemn initiation ceremony……” 

 

~ Venerable Master Chin Kung ~ 

    

         Personal Anecdotes 

    
A Deep Knowing 
 
It has now been 10 years since I first stepped into myself. As I 
sit and reflect on this life’s journey so far, I am filled from head to 
toe, inside and out, with great gratitude and a sense of deep 
peace. I feel warm and safe in the knowing that I am divinely 
connected to the Amitabha Buddha and all that is this Great 
Universe. I am blessed. 
 
I haven’t always been this contented. I had quite a troubled 
upbringing from the age of twelve. My mother became extremely 
ill and suffered a cerebral haemorrhage just before my twelfth 
birthday. My beautiful mother became a shell of how we had 
remembered her. I felt helpless for my father who had lost his 
beloved wife and my two younger sisters who had also lost their 
mum. 
 
In my earlier years prior to mum becoming ill, I had been a 
curious carefree child; full of questions and confident, cheeky 
antics. I had a ‘spark’ and was outspoken, often in trouble for 
pushing the boundaries. Growing up on the Mid North Coast, I 
would swim in the ocean, roaming free in nature, climbing trees 
and creating fantasy worlds of adventure and freedom.  
 
But I remember when they first told me that my mother was sick 
and that she might die. I felt the Earth shake and spin. The sky 
became dark. I experienced a feeling of ‘dread’ to my stomach 
that I will never forget. I didn’t know what I what or who I was 
praying to, but I prayed that she would survive. 
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My family had never been religious, and as a child I had the 
freedom to explore and discover my own spiritual ways. My 
father was a non-practicing Australian Buddhist, and my mother 
identified as an Atheist until her final months. Yet the notion of 
karma and self discipline was very highly valued and often 
spoken about. When I felt lost I would journal, draw, write poetry 
and hope that the truth would reveal itself to me. I had a sense 
of some greater meaning but I didn’t know what it was. So I just 
prayed. 
 
For many years after this, I struggled with fear, grief, isolation 
and a feeling of being caught in a whirlwind of a fast, frightening 
world, unable to stand by myself. I had lost all sense of safety. 
“What sort of ‘God’ would do this to my family? Was it my fault? 
Who was I?” My identity was lost. I just wanted to run away from 
this world. 
 
Following the tragedy at the beginning of my adolescence, I fast 
became a troubled teenager seeking belonging and acceptance. 
I got myself into some trouble at school and often took part in 
risk taking behaviours. I had no motivation to reach my goals of 
university and a career, instead choosing a carefree life of 
travelling and experiencing young love. Although still a child 
myself, I gave birth to a beautiful little girl at age 22. 
 
The sudden death of my mother when I was 25 years old 
brought another blow to my sense of self. I developed anxiety to 
the point that at times I was unable to leave my own home. I self 
medicated with alcohol and marijuana, which had allowed me to 
escape my own reality. Visits to the GP and psychologists were 
frustrating and I was prescribed anti-depressants that I didn’t 
feel comfortable taking. I was angry and I blamed the world for 
all that had happened.  
 

My relationships with men were self sabotaging and destructive. 
I sank deeper and deeper into my despair. Even my ability to be 
a mother was challenged. I would sometimes look at my 
daughter and think “I don’t want to waste my chance to be a 
good mother”. I wanted to be the best I could be for her, to teach 
her and guide her. I now had a chance that my own mother no 
longer had. So I prayed. 
 
I had met a lady whilst I was pregnant who worked for a charity 
organisation. One day I was seeking some support and I went to 
visit her, to introduce her to my little girl. She asked me what I 
would like to do with my life. After some thought I replied that “I 
would like to help people”. This lady then helped me to enrol into 
a course and to put my daughter in childcare. Though my 
anxiety was the worst that it had ever been, each day I fronted 
up to the course. I continued to pray. 
 
As if overnight, like lotus flower in the morning sun, our world 
opened up. It felt like there was an energy helping us. Each day 
my daughter and I would rise at 5am, walk in the freezing cold  
Canberra conditions to the bus stop where we would catch a bus 
to the childcare, then I would catch a further two buses to get to 
the campus; and the same home again, well into the evening.  
 
Some days I would feel like I couldn’t do it, but I knew I had to. I 
just kept going. This was me forcing the shifting of the tide. And 
like with any great sacrifice comes a greater reward. I ceased 
my drug use and I began to work for a local women’s refuge 
helping women who were escaping their violent partners. I 
became the light for them and I came to know that the light was 
actually within me.  
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Each day the light grew stronger, and with each step the truth 
grew closer. So I kept praying. With what seemed like no time at 
all I was onto my second qualification in psychology (still  
questioning the meaning of existence) whilst working full time, 
and volunteering my time to help others.  
 
I realised that I was certainly connected to something much 
bigger than myself. I prayed for the answer to reveal itself. I also 
began to study Buddhism in my spare time, reading the books of 
the Dali Lama and Eckhart Tolle. I attended a Thai Buddhist 
silent retreat in the mountains near Canberra. I went for three full 
retreats and each time I listened to the monk talk about 
Buddhism and life. I had a lot of questions. I would ponder and 
do my own research through reading many books of Thai and 
Tibetan Buddhism, and attending talks whenever I could get the 
chance. I felt that Buddhism spoke straight to my heart. 
 
After finishing my psychology degree in late 2015, an 
opportunity arose that meant that my daughter and I could 
relocate to Queensland, something that I had been hoping to do 
for many years. Again as if by chance on my arrival in 
Queensland, I came across the Amitabha Buddhist Retreat 
Centre (ABRC) in the hills of Nanango. I felt guided to attend this 
retreat and was so very blessed that the retreat holders put on a 
special weekend so that I was able to attend. I had never heard 
of Pure Land Buddhism before but I felt that I must go. 
 
I was welcomed into the ABRC space instantly and as I began to 
practice the Pure Land way and listen to the teachings, I found 
they spoke to my inner knowing. Suddenly I had no further 
questions. 
 
 
 
 

The lessons of Pure Land Buddhism taught me about the 
interconnectedness of all that is life. With a diligent mind and 
right behaviour we can be free of suffering. I felt as if the truth 
had finally been revealed, as though I had been told of an 
ancient secret. I cried for one full day at this beautiful truth. I felt 
calm, peaceful, and safe assured.  
 
One day not long after this discovery I came to realise that if I 
ask the Universe for something, it would surely prevail as it is 
meant to be. I just have to trust in the knowing that Amitabha 
and all the Great Buddhas are guiding me. I can call on 
Amitabha and take my mind to the place of jewels, lotuses, 
birds, and falling flowers in an instant. I am always at home. 
 
I am aware now that this body is temporary; therefore I have 
neither attachment to it nor this life. Whilst I value and love my 
family and my life I accept that I am a product of karmic 
evolution. I no longer live with anxiety. I live my life each day 
with discipline and intent. I forgive all. I harm no beings. I chant 
Amituofo often, and I practice mindfulness and compassion. I 
am whole. 
 
Love, light and peace to all beings. Amituofo. 
 
Yasmin.                                                                                                   
 

Every treasured moments of gratefulness and appreciation 

mount up to an inner shift to awareness and understanding and 

towards living a life of abundance and happiness.   

~ cr ~ 
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 Readers’ Enquiries or Comments 

 
Hi Celine! 
So good to hear from you. I would love to attend the retreat! I'm not 
sure if I can attend all three days, or just one of them. I am about to fly 
out to the USA on the 4th of February to visit my grandmother. I'll be 
back on the 8th of March and should have a better idea by then of 
where I will be exactly. I'm flying out of Brisbane so it should work out 
well for me to get to you. I'm really looking forward to seeing you and 

Charles again. 
 
Amituofo, Kate  2017-01-27  

  

 
“Hi Celine, this is Sherry from ………….. :-) 
I was just wondering how much your Buddhist cds are?” 
 
Sherry :-)  2017-01-24 

 
 

 
“… For myself: is to attend the retreat and support you and 
Patricia…….. 
 
For others: is to possibly attend the retreat if they have the time, but 
more importantly to see Venerable and take the Triple Jewels, I will 
need to email Venerable and ask her about these few people first but. 
They have been meeting online with her once a month for the past 2 
years. 
 
The retreat house will be fine with us. I thought there were not enough 
room at the retreat house.” 
 
Amituofo. Tien  2017-01-23 
 

 

“Hello Celine,  
Firstly a happy new year to you and Charles. I hope it has found you 
both very well. Thank you for your email. I would love to attend the 
special retreat and take this opportunity to travel to Toowoomba and 
meet Venerable Wuling. Please place my name down for the 
weekend. I will also need accommodation at the centre.” 
 
Amituofo,  Yasmin  2017-01-22 
 

 
“Dear Celine, 
I made it back to Sydney! Just wanted to let you know, I ended up 
driving all the way from Yarraman to Gold coast to my friend's place 
on the motorway and all! My friend loved the books you gave us and 
agreed to do mediation sometime in a group. Thank you so much for 
everything :) 
 
Amitoufo, Yannie”  2017-01-16 

 
 

“Dear Celine, 
 
Thank you for bringing the bodhi plant for us. 
You're welcome to nianfo at the cultivation hall.  
 
Amituofo,”  Ven. Wu Chin  2017-01-11                                                                                               
 

“That’s a much better map! I’ll ask Bee to please update the 

page. Also, I’m making arrangements to be in Toowoomba to help with 

one of their UNESCO events. I’ll arrive March 14 and leave March 21. 

The event is the 16th-19th. The trip is so short because I have 

commitments immediately preceding and following the Toowoomba 

trip.   I’m looking forward to April. ;-) 

Amituofo . . .”  Venerable Wuling  2017-01-11 
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Messages and Announcements 
              

 MONTHLY  WEEKEND  RETREATS  2017:   

18th – 19th MARCH 

20th  – 21st     MAY   

15th – 16th  July  

Sunday Meditation is now two hours starting at 9 AM sharp.  

9.00 AM – 9.25 AM: Sutra Recitation  

9.25 AM – 9.45 AM: Walking Meditation (Nian Fo)  

9.45 AM – 10.00 AM: Sitting Meditation  

10.00 AM – 10.15 AM: Free-Form Concentration Meditation  

10.15 AM – 10.30 AM: Parables Reading & Short Sharing  

10.30 AM – 11.00 AM: Short Chinese Meditative Session  

    

LATEST NEWS PRESS: Venerable Wuling will be giving a Dharma 

Talk on Monday 20th March  at the Pure Land Learning College in 

Toowoomba; and also to witness four ladies taking their official vows. 

One of them is our local ABRC practitioner whilst the rest are from a 

Sydney Sangha and they are taking the most opportune moment 

whilst Venerable will be here to take their Buddhist vows in the simple 

yet very uplifting Triple Jewels ceremony. Amituofo, Jusme. 

    ͠    ͠            

 

                   ͠    ͠ 
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            Celine Richardson 
 
 
Web Links: wwabrc.org.au  
www.abuddhistpersective.org  

www.abrc.org.au 
http://abrc-newspress.org 
www.abuddhistperspective.org 
www.howwillibehavetoday.org  
http://www.purelandcollege.org.au 

http://www.amtbweb.org/index.html 
 
 

www.facebook.com/venerablewuling   
http://facebook.com/Claireceline 
 
 

Disclaimer: All articles in the ABRC newsletter are selected and compiled by 
our editorial staff with utmost care. The ABRC takes no responsibility for 
errors, comments or opinions sent in by contributors. Opinions or comments 
expressed by contributors do not necessarily reflect the views of the ABRC. 
Thank you.   
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